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DEUCE Is...

Striving to be a better you.

Coping with life to make it through.

Understanding this struggle will not be passive.

Being filled with strength to carry the baggage.

It’s regaining power; owning your identity;

Smiling in the mirror, while facing your enemy.

My inner-me speaks out, what once was self-inflicting.

Like all things self that nurtures health, my light was be forgiving.

Now I seek salvation, serenity and support.

Hoping for a chance to change and build a lasting report.

DEUCE is sunrise on the mountain top,

And sunset on the ocean’s depth,

The perseverance for which everyone shops,

And the soothing calmness which brings one rest.

DEUCE Is

A new start, a new beginning

I’ve had all I can take of all this sinning

Hurt myself more than once

But kept on going with or without any funds

Been getting high since my oldest was three

Cannot believe how I’ve neglected those closest to me

I try and try to build myself up

But the self-hatred always ends with me in a rut

One day I hope to be a dad my kids want

Instead of being just another court defendant

My kids are really my heart and my soul

This is the reason completing DEUCE is a goal

To see them again and hold them tight

Of the new healthy goals, I wouldn’t lose sight

This is where DEUCE comes into play

Giving structure and meaning to each and every day

Aligning, assigning and constructing with meaning

Each day I commit to no more lying, cheating or stealing

With DEUCE as my compass, I am on a new road

It will no longer matter, I am no fixed abode

As long as I listen, read and apply

I’ll be a clean heathy dad, until the day that I die
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D. McConnell

D.E.U.C.E.

Deciding was the easiest part. I’d been begging for help from loved ones for years. 

My cries went unheard and being ignored hurt more than you know. 

Educating myself is no easy task, but it is what I must do to help me and others 

too. 

Understanding is what I hope my loved ones can do. First, I must understand that 

letting them go gives me wings to carry me free. 

Counseling is just the beginning of this new positive life that self-worth and self-

esteem is going to add value to me. New self-talk and communication skills so you 

can 

Evaluate me.

P. Meneses





DEUCE is Poem…

I’ve always known right from wrong. I’ve just never chosen right. Now that my 

thinking is clearer, I realize that my life is more manageable and less 

complicated. If you believe in DEUCE and yourself, it will set you free from 

your insanity.

DEUCE means two, so if you want recovery from your addiction, then add 

DEUCE to your life, and don’t be a statistic: “once an addict, always an addict.” 

The only difference is we are recovering addicts. Thank you, DEUCE!

12/9/22

DEUCE Is…

I will not fear the day of tomorrow,

For the tools that I’ve gained chase away the sorrow.

The worry and pain are no longer my affliction.

They are only things that are part of life. Just simple conditions.

Today my time is focused on the things that I can change,

Me, myself and I – 3 in 1 – all the same.

For the God of my understanding has said this plain and clear

Love thy neighbor as thy self for I am always here.

I’m thankful to have DEUCE to help me along the way,

For the tools I’ll use tomorrow, I’ll learn today.

Martin Z





My Life in Addiction

By Justin C. Simon

My name is Addiction. I lurk in the DARK

Insecurity and Fear is where my life SPARKS

Idly waiting with no sense of HOPE

Your Lover, Your Friend, you use me to COPE

You can’t live without me, you need me, I’m FUN

What’s good being sober when you’re on the RUN

I numb all your feelings put your worries at EASE

Stop listening to others, I’m not your DISEASE

Without me you’re nothing, vulnerable and WEAK

It’s me who has courage, don’t fight it, don’t THINK

Your family and friends, they will just DISAPPOINT 

YOU

Pills, Potions, and Dope. That is who will SUPPORT 

YOU

You think you are strong? You got what it TAKES

Let’s stop with the joking, my life is at STAKE!

I need you as much as you think you need ME

You cannot escape me, I won’t set you FREE

So tell me again, how you want me to GO

That’s right, 10 and 2, smoke me up and then 

BLOW

My Life in Chaos

By Justin C. Simon

Now welcome to Chaos, a party of 

THREE

Me, myself and I host this PITY 

PARTY

I use to stay high. I use to 

RELIEVE

I use to distort my REALITY

You can’t understand. You don’t 

know what it’s LIKE

The anguish and pain that’s 

occurred in my LIFE

A ghost of a man. A facade to 

MAINTAIN

Alive but not living, yet driven 

INSANE

Familiar faces, a stranger they SEE

Unknown to the fact that this 

stranger is ME

I too had ambition, the hope for 

SUCCESS

The old me is gone, like a man laid 

to REST

A slave to addiction, a victim I FALL

Consumed in destruction, a 

bondage you THRALL

Enough is enough, this is no way to 

LIVE

In order to change, this Habit must 

GIVE

I fall to my knees, “Lord, Have 

Mercy”, I SHOUT

“I’m lost in this darkness, Help me 

find my way OUT”.

Justin S. Justin S.



My Life in Recovery

By Justin C. Simon

Nice to meet you Addiction. I’m your worst ENEMY

I’ll morph you, transform you, Call me RECOVERY

I’ve been waiting a while for your desire to CHANGE

No Denial, No Fear, It may feel a bit STRANGE

I’ll guide you and aid you on this EPIC JOURNEY

A Champion transcends, a Hero you’ll BE

Giving Courage and Wisdom, Perseverance and STRENGTH

A feeling of HOPE, A renewed sense of FAITH

No more numbing the pain, You’ll face it head ON

For when you feel weak, I will say you are STRONG

For those you have hurt, and to those who’ve hurt YOU

Make amends and forgive, Trusting time heals all WOUNDS

No more hiding in Darkness, I bring Truth to the LIGHT

No more shame, no more guilt, I set all your wrongs RIGHT

Now this Gift isn’t free, but it comes at a PRICE

For the life you once lived, you must SACRIFICE

You’ve lost oh, so much, but with me you will GAIN

A feeling of Freedom, A new life to ATTAIN

Justin S.





By Lacy B.





And to make life just a little sweeter…





So how did you enjoy our first edition of 
Let’s Connect!? 

Please let us know. 
To get in on future publications…


